European Glass and Ceramics in Oriental style

Introduction*

In the 19th century European craftsmen realized that the handicrafts produced until then did not meet the requirements of the times. Through the French revolution new strata of society had become the main consumers of handicrafts. Thus the production of industrially made goods at low prices commenced, so as to cope with the larger number of consumers. Private producers as well as state–run enterprises realized that a wide–ranging reform movement had to come about in the field of handicrafts. Only thus could national styles be promoted at a time of emerging nation states. In the course of this development state–run schools for commercial art were founded. For the promotion and display of national styles and of international commerce, World Exhibitions were held from 1851, where not only European countries participated but also countries from the Far and Near East and other parts of the world. Thus the art of Islamic countries was discovered as something particularly exemplary. Art objects from these countries were bought by the many schools of arts and crafts and by the newly established museums of handicrafts. This also led to the emergence of large private collections and collections by business firms. Artists and theorists took note of all the genres of art and studied material technology, systems of decoration and colour design. Every new theory requires publications in order to propagate and explain the exemplary pieces by select specimens. Thus a market arose for pattern books meant for further education. The most well–known works were those by Christopher Dresser,1 Adalbert de Beaumont and Eugène Collinot,2 Albert Racinet3 and Achille Prisse d’Avennes,4 which followed up Owen Jones’ Grammar of Ornament.5 Ceramics and glassware were the materials which had a great influence on the European market. Ceramic tiles were popular for decorating houses and apartments (Minton Hollins & Co., Tiles, Inventory No. J 360, v. infra, p. 200). However, the products of European firms were not only sold in the European market but found a clientele in the Orient as well. Thus it is known that the Egyptian Khedive gave commissions to the ceramic makers Ulisse Cantagalli (Florence), William de Morgan (London), Vilmos Zsolnay (Pécs) and to the New York glassware artist Louis Comfort Tiffany. The Ottoman Sultans commissioned ceramic artists like Théodore Deck for decorating their palaces and mausoleums, and also their mosques. In 1865 Eugène Collinot (Paris) received a medal of honour from Naṣiraddin, the Shah of Persia, for his services in the revival of Persian ceramics. Hippolyte Boulenger (Choisy–le–Roi) was consulted for furnishing a part of the Yeni Cami («New Mosque») of Istanbul.

When we look today at European ceramics and glassware with regard to their relationship to the Islamic world, the results are striking: the majority of pieces produced by European companies were executed in the Ottoman style and in forms of decoration derived from it. That was primarily because the floral ornamentations of Ottoman art were captivating due to their exemplary manner of two–dimensional drawing. Moreover, European buyers found them attractive because they [178] could recognise the flowers used in ornamentation (such as roses, hyacinths, carnations and tulips). Such motifs of ornamentation could either be directly adopted or their details could be incorporated into one’s own compositions.

* Introduction and the description of the objects by Annette Hagedorn, Berlin; edited at the Institute for the History of Arab–Islamic Science.
4 L’art arabe d’après les monuments du Kaire depuis le VIIe siècle jusqu’à la fin du XVIIe siècle, Paris 1869–1877.
In the collection of the Institute for the History of Arab–Islamic Science, there are examples of the basic possibilities of transfer of the art forms of the Islamic world to Europe. These will be mentioned here: a plate like the one by Théodore Deck (Inventory No. J 358, see below, p. 198) originated in close proximity to Ottoman ceramics of the 10th/16th and 11th/17th centuries. Ph. J. Brocard produced a copy of Mamlık glass work (vase J 340, see below, p. 180). In other pieces, only some elements were directly copied from the prototypes, but these were put together in a manner that was the maker’s own achievement. Such objects were often used for the didactic purposes of learning from the prototypes, for understanding the principles of their ornamentation in order to be able to create something new on this basis. Significantly, the firm of Lobmeyr mentioned in each case the German translation of the Arabic texts on the underside of their glassware, thus endowing them with an academic character.

What was innovative and decisive for the future of European handicrafts were the technologies newly developed at this time, and these could be developed only because of such an intense encounter with oriental objects (cf. Th. Decker, plate J 361, see below, p. 201; Lobmeyr, various forms: J 343–345, 347 and 349, see below, pp. 184–186, 188, 190).

The third variant of the transfer is documented by specimens, for the ornamentation of which such motifs were borrowed which were traditionally part of the total design in Islamic art, but which were converted here into a free–standing single motif. Thus these were virtually «monumentalized». Such decorations corresponded to the spirit of the period of historicism. An example of this is the goblet by the firm Pfulb & Pottier in the collection of the Institute for the History of Arab–Islamic Science (Inventory No. J 342, see below, p. 183).

In the fourth type of transfer, the craftsman conspicuously drew upon Islamic prototypes, created nevertheless something of his own, such as the vase of the firm of Fritz Heckert (Inventory No. J 348, see below, p. 189) and the vase of the firm De Porceleyne Fles from Delft (Inventory No. J 363, see below, p. 202). These pieces in particular show that the designers had a more profound knowledge of Islamic art. For this they travelled throughout Europe and studied the objects in public and private collections, but they also went to countries of the Islamic world in order to improve their knowledge of the subject. Important pieces in the collection, which show a further advance towards the art of modern times, have their own style even though they show a conspicuous link to Oriental art. In this process, it is striking that the inspiration came not only from the art of the Islamic world but also from that of East Asia. In the case of the specimen from the production of Clément Massier, it is obvious how great an influence Arabic script could have on modern ceramics when it served as a repertoire of abstract patterns, detached from its original meaning (Inventory No. J 364, see below, p. 203). On the other hand, the long–necked vases of the firm of Lobmeyr (Inventory No. J 357–1 and 357–2, see below, p. 197) display influences from the East–Asian area and are very close to art nouveau in their ornamentation.

On the whole, the items of the collection provide examples of the path from direct copying of the prototype during the period of historicism to the new forms of ornamentation which already correspond to the forerunners of art nouveau. They show the importance of the art of the Islamic world and of East Asia for the development of a modern style of ornamentation in European arts and crafts.
Vase
in the form of a hanging mosque lamp

Anonymous, probably from France, Second half of the 19th c.
Colourless glass, mould–blown.
Enamel painting in blue, red and gold.
Red contour lines.
On the base trademark or the name of the firm ground off.
Height: 23.5 cm; Diameter: 19.5 cm.
(Inventory No. J 339)

The vase follows the common shape and ornamentation of Egyptian mosque lamps of the 8th/14th and early 9th/15th centuries. In this period hundreds of hanging lamps for mosques were commissioned by rulers and members of the nobility in Mamlūk Egypt.1 Because of the quality of the technique of enameled glass and gold painting, the mosque lamps had been admired in Europe since the Renaissance. In the 19th century many of the lamps were brought from Egypt to Europe and sold, particularly at the Paris art market. Thus they were included in private collections, but were also sought-after objects of study for the newly emerging arts and crafts museums all over Europe. The lamps were either copied by many European glass manufactories or imitated more or less freely, following the Mamlūk style. In the late 19th century, vases were finally made in the form of mosque lamps with completely new European ornamentation. The ornamentation of the vase can be associated with an original mosque lamp of the Spitzer Collection in Paris, which Pfülb & Pottier could have personally seen at the Paris collection.2 This hanging lamp was made around 760/1360 in Cairo. Here the external shape was borrowed as also the two bands of writing and the medallions with floral motifs. The ornamentation was altered. The vase is heavily decorated with gold, and at the beginning of the neck a band of quatrefoil blossoms was added in gold. This motif is often also used in the surface design of Mamlūk mosque lamps, though not with a gold background.

Similar mosque lamps were often copied in the 19th century. The well-known and larger glassware producers like Brocard (Paris),3 Lobmeyr

1 Gaston Wiet, Lampes et bouteilles en verre émaillé, Cairo 1912 (= Catalogue générale du Musée Arabe du Caire).
[180] (Vienna), Heckert (Petersdorf), Gallé (Nancy) and Inberton (Paris) stamped their copies with their signatures. But other firms made unsigned specimens as well. Often these reached the art market subsequently as counterfeits. The object described here originally had a trade mark on the base in a circular shape with a surrounding band. However, this signature was ground off at an unknown point of time so that the item could be sold as an original piece.


Ausstellung im Haus Schlesien, Königswinter 1992, Cat. No. 50.

Cf. Nancy, Musée de l'Ecole de Nancy, Inventory No. 171 (illustration in: Doris Moellers, Der islamische Einfluß auf Glas und Keramik im französischen Historismus, Frankfurt/Main etc. 1992, Cat. No. 56).


Vase

Philippe-Joseph Brocard, Paris
Free-blown, greenish transparent glass.
Enamel painting in red, blue, white and green.
Gold lines within the enamel ornamentation.
On the base signature in red lettering:
Brocard Paris 1869.
Height: 31.8 cm
(Inventory No. J 340)

The egg-shaped body of the vase rises from a low profiled foot-ring and turns, without any transition, into the straight upright neck, which is profiled at its upper end with a pinched ring and terminates with a bowl-like spout.
The vase is decorated with two horizontal bands containing ornaments of tendrils with bifurcating leaves, executed in red, blue and green enamel.
The broader lower band on the body of the vase is interspersed with three medallions on a white background; its ornamentation also consists of tendrils with bifurcating leaves. This motif had arisen in a succession of stages of development since Late Antiquity and was incorporated into Islamic art. It was employed in the entire area of the Islamic world as an ornament in architecture, in book illumination as well as in the ornamentation of many types of applied art.
[181] From the medallions on the body plant motifs emerge which terminate in stylized animal heads. Such motifs had been developed since the 5th/11th century in Seljuk art and had belonged since that time to the repertoire of ornamentation of all genres of Islamic art.

The vase is a copy of a long-necked Mamlūk vase of the 8th/14th century. At the time when Brocard made his copy, this Mamlūk vase belonged to the large art collection of Baron Edmond de Rothschild (1827-1905) in Paris. While visiting the collection, Brocard probably noticed the vase.

Brocard's vase is in its shape a true copy of the Mamlūk model. The ornamentation also follows the original in its structure. But Brocard changed the elements of the ornamentation by simplifying the line-work of the plant motifs within the ornament bands and medallions. An identical piece (but without the signature) was acquired for the Österreichisches Museum für angewandte Kunst at the World Exhibition of Vienna in 1873. Since the vase in the collection with which we are dealing here was produced earlier in 1869, it follows that Brocard, once he had found suitable prototypes, copied them for many years. Whether the manufacture of pieces without signature allows the conclusion that Brocard glassware was either given as presents or sold by some of his customers as genuine Oriental glassware cannot be established, but is conceivable. In some important glassware collections in museums or in private possession such glassware as the one discussed here was assessed as genuine medieval glassware. Such glassware was also in the collection of Baron Edmond de Rothschild.

---

Bowl

Philippe-Joseph Brocard
Free-blown,\(^1\) colourless glass.
Enamel painting in red, blue, white and green. Within the enamel ornamentation, some decorative elements are executed in gold.
On the base signature in red lettering:
J. Brocard, Meudon\(^2\) (1867 and later).
Diameter: 20.5 cm; height: 11.5 cm.
(Inventory No. J 341)

Without a foot ring, the bowl rises, protruding a little, beyond that up to a vertical strip; the wall of the bowl goes up steeply, drawn inwards. The upper end is formed by a narrow, vertical strip as well as a narrow, profiled rim of the mouth.

With this bowl Brocard drew upon Syrian metalwork of the 8th/14th century, without copying these outright.\(^3\) Although in the case of this vessel he was inclined towards a common bowl shape used frequently in Syria and Egypt, he changed the Islamic ornamentation in a supposedly «improved Oriental style» (an expression popular in the 19th century). In the Islamic art of previous centuries the overlapping of ornamentation motifs like medallions and cartouches was unusual. These were placed next to each other and only interlinked by encircling rims. Multiple layers occurred only in the decoration of individual segments of facets. An interweaving such as Brocard used it in this piece was sought after and used only in Spanish-Moorish art. Good examples [183] of this are the stucco decorations of the Alhambra. In his Grammar of Ornaments

---

\(^1\) K. Morrison McClinton, Brocard and the Islamic Revival, op. cit., p. 280.
\(^2\) South-east of Paris. Here, in an ancillary building of the castle, Madame Pompadour established in 1756 the factory for refined glass, «Cristalleries des Sèvres». After her death, her brother continued the factory under the name «Royales de Sèvres». In 1870 the firm became the property of Alfred Landier and Charles Haudaille. The signature is meant to show that J. Brocard also worked at Meudon.
\(^3\) A comparable piece for the shape is a water basin from the 8th/14th century from Syria/Egypt (Berlin, Museum für Islamische Kunst, Inventory No. I.921; see Klaus Brisch (ed.), Islamische Kunst, Mainz 1985).
Glass Goblet

Pfulb & Portier, Paris and Nice
Colourless glass, mould-blown.
Coloured enamel painting on golden background.
On the base, signature in red enamel colour:
A. Pfulb 1877 170 [number of the model].
Height: 25.0 cm.
(Inventory No. J 342)

For the glass goblet of Pfulb & Pottier, a shape was developed that cannot be traced back to any actual prototype. Upon a wide foot, a glass cup was set up which rises almost at right angles from a foot ring. Although the shape of the upper part of the drinking vessel recalls Syrian straight glasses of the second half of the 7th/13th century, it should be noted that the proportions are changed here, as the glass cup was shaped narrower and taller. The decoration consists of five fields in gold, which are extended on to the foot and the cup, with enamelled ornamentation motifs. The main motif of the goblet is a medallion of interwoven stars with the terminations rounded up at the top.

Other objects of the firm in other collections:
Comparable pieces: In the same shape but with different ornamentation and larger size: Stuttgart, Württembergisches Landesmuseum, Inventory No. 1981-3.\(^1\) In a somewhat modified form: Paris, private collection.

\(^1\) cf. Frankfurt, Museum für Angewandte Kunst.
\(^2\) Illustration D. Moellers, *Der islamische Einfluß*, op. cit., illustration 15.
Plate

J. & L. Lobmeyr, Vienna (No. 3873)¹
(Design Johann Machytka and Franz Schmoranz 1878)
Colourless, so-called «crystal glass».²
Gold painting, blue enamel painting.
On the base, Lobmeyr monogram in white enamel paint.
Diameter: 38.0 cm.
(Inventory No. J 343)

The ornamentation of the plate consists of 12 pointed oval fields, the edges of which partly intersec−
t with one another in the lower half. The pointed ovals are alternately decorated with blue enamel or gold ornaments. The blue fields are covered with abstract script, which proceeds inwards from the two ends; the patterns incorporate geometrical knots. The gold fields are filled with floral ornamentation constituted by two palmette blossoms, standing one above the other; on the sides there are other fanciful blossoms of gold and blue colour. In the spandrels between the pointed ovals there are simi−lar floral ornaments. The blue ovals are surrounded by ornamentation with script in gold painting.
The centre of the plate is covered by a circular field formed by an ornamentation made up of a six−lobed star. The spandrels at the tips of the star are each intersected by circle−like formations. A script band runs around the field with the text: «Reason is the best foundation and the fear of God the best gar−ment.»³ The twelve pointed oval fields are framed with the following inscription: «He who says something about a matter that does not concern him hears what he does not like.»⁴

¹ Vienna, Österreichisches Museum für angewandte Kunst, Catalogue of Lobmeyr’s work, vol. XV, page P.
² Information on a design sketch, Vienna, Österreichisches Museum für angewandte Kunst.
³ The author wishes to thank Mrs. G. Helmecke (Berlin, Museum für Islamische Kunst) and Professor A. Karoumi (Berlin) for reading the inscriptions and for providing their literal translation. On the design sketch in Vienna, Österreichisches Museum für Angewandte Kunst, Catalogue of Lobmeyr’s work, vol. XV, page P, the following (incorrect) translation is given: «Intelligence is the best foundation and the fear of God the most excellent trait of human beings.» On the back of the plate the following (likewise erroneous) translation is given in white enamel paint: «Intelligence is the most powerful support of man and honesty is his best trait.» It is not known who suggested this translation in the 19th century. In both cases instead of lihāš (dress, garment) an−nūs (human being) was read.
⁴ This inscription is translated in the same design sketch as follows: «He who interferes in other people’s affairs will suffer for it.»
Plate
in «Arab style» (No. 5524)

J. & L. Lobmeyr, Vienna
/design J. Machytka and F. Schmoranz 1878/
Colourless glass.
Gold painting, blue enamel painting.
On the base Lobmeyr monogram in white enamel paint.
Diameter: 29.0 cm.
(Inventory No J 344)

The plate is decorated by a system of two bands of script (on the edge and around the centre) which are connected to each other by four circles which intersect the script friezes. The centre of the plate is covered with a star motif on undecorated glass. The areas between the circles are covered with enamel ornaments of tendrils with bifurcating leaves. The style of the ornamentation goes back to Mamlûk metal or glass work. Prisse d’Avennes had already reproduced such a plate in his work on the medieval art of Cairo. It is not known whether the large plate described here is copied from an actual original prototype, or whether it is a pastiche of several Mamlûk originals studied by Machytka and Schmoranz. The ornamentation motifs of the script bands and the tendrils of bifurcating leaves were so well known at the time of production of this plate from many pattern books and also from originals preserved in the Kunstgewerbemuseum in Vienna that the designers could choose a combination of motifs and put them together as ornamentation. The combination of the blue and gold colours is known from the Spanish ceramic art of the 15th and 16th centuries and may have inspired the colour design of objects like the plate discussed here. Examples of Spanish ceramics of the 15th and 16th centuries, which were particularly popular in German-speaking countries, were to be found in all museums of arts and crafts. In their designs Machytka and Schmoranz probably tried to combine different styles of the Islamic world in order to improve on the original models. The inscription in the middle of the plate runs as follows in translation: «The power is God’s, the only one, the conqueror.» On the edges of the four circular medallions it says twice each: «Save us from hypocrisy!»


2 Prisse d’Avennes, *L’art arabe d’après les monuments du Kaire*, see illustration in *The Decorative Art of Arabia*, op. cit., pl. 84.

3 The extensive collection of the Musée de Cluny, Paris, which was studied by all European producers of industrial art in the 19th century, was last published in: Robert Montagut, *El reflejo de Manises: cerámica hispano-moresca del Museo de Cluny de Paris*, Madrid 1996.

4 A free translation is given on the back of the object in white enamel paint in German: «Gott ist leutseelig. Gott ist gut – rette uns vor der Heuchelei,» which translates as: «God is affable. God is good – save us from hypocrisy.»

5 The author wishes to thank Mrs. G. Helmecke, Dipl.-phil. (Berlin, Museum für Islamische Kunst) for reading the inscriptions of this object and for the literal translation.
Plate

J. & L. Lobmeyr, Vienna
(Design by J. Machytka and F. Schmoranz 1878/79)
Free-blown, colourless glass.
Gold and enamel painting in blue.
On the base Lobmeyr monogram in white enamel paint.
Diameter: 18.0 cm.
(Inventory No. J 345)

The ornamentation of the plate is structured from elements of the so-called boteh patterns (Persian, written būtah, pronounced böte). The boteh pattern is an important motif in Persian art of carpets and textiles. In its shape it recalls the tip of a tree bent to one side, or a drop; the word means bush.
The plate belongs to a group of models, designated as «Arab. decorirt [sic]» on the design sketches.¹

¹ Vienna, Österreichisches Museum für angewandte Kunst, designs in the Catalogue of Lobmeyr’s work, vol. XV. Walter Spieg, Glas des Historismus, Brunswick 1980, p. 264, classifies an identical plate as «in Persian style». Although some of the design sketches by Machytka and Schmoranz are referred to as «Persian», the designs are different in respect of their floral ornamentation.
Vase

J. & L. Lobmeyr, Vienna

Colourless glass,
Gold painting, enamel painting in light and dark blue.
On the base, Lobmeyr monogram in white enamel paint.
Design ca. 1878.
Height: 13.5 cm; Diameter: 14.5 cm.
(Inventory No. J 346)

Small vase on a broad foot with a cylindrical body, slightly widened in the upper part, which terminates in a wide extended brim.
The ornamentation of the vase followed designs which Machytka and Schmoranz called Persian but without mentioning the prototype. In this vase, the foot was decorated by a tendril with bifurcating leaves, which is interspersed with stylized motifs of leaves. The decoration of the body begins with a tendril with motifs of stylized blossoms. This tendril is repeated as the end of the body with denser foliage. On the body medallions alternate with compositions of leaves and blossoms in gold paint. The medallions are filled with arabesques. They are framed by a band of golden circles. In the areas containing painted leaves and blossoms, some abstract circular rings are added with enclosed pearl-like shapes. The rim of the vase is decorated by a wave-like tendril, filled with rosette blossoms. The special feature of the ornamentation is the juxtaposition of diverse Oriental and European motifs. What is characteristic of the design is, moreover, the fact that the arabesques, inspired by Moorish art, were also executed by the artist in his own manner, since he filled the area symmetrically and with wide intervals in between.

1 Vienna, Österreichisches Museum für angewandte Kunst, Catalogue of Lobmeyr’s work, vol. XV, e.g., folio FF.
Vase with double handles

J. & L. Lobmeyr, Vienna (probably designed in 1878 by Johann Machytka and Franz Schmoranz).\(^1\)
Free-blown, colourless glass,
Gold and enamel painting in light and dark blue, pastel green, red and yellow.
On the base Lobmeyr monogram in white enamel paint.
Height: 22.5 cm.
(Inventory No. J 347)

The vase belongs to the glassware in oriental style distributed by Lobmeyr. It is related to the series in Arabic style,\(^2\) but no model number is known for this vase. Often Lobmeyr also produced trial specimens as well as items sent as gifts to European and Oriental museums. Such specimens were not meant for sale; they served to demonstrate the firm’s potential, and the museums used these gifts as study specimens.

On to a low foot is set the wide body of the vase, which terminates in a profile ring and then continues in the cylindrical neck that goes straight upwards. The vase terminates with a profile ring and a rim at the edge that is made wider towards the outside. Two undecorated handles join the body and the neck.\(^3\) Because of the gold terminals the handles seem to be held by metal supports. The neck and the body are decorated with fields surrounded by golden frames. The surfaces of the body and the neck are structured with fields framed by blue bars with inset pastel green squares. The fields are decorated alternately with shrubs whose stems, rising up in curves, have pastel green stylized leaves and yellow rosette blossoms; or by shrubs with a kind of stylized carnation blossoms on stems from which deep blue leaves are growing. Both types of ornamentation go back to the art of Ottoman ornamentation of the 10th/16th to 12th/18th century.\(^4\)

The foot and the profile rings are decorated with geometrical motifs of ornamentation. The entire ornamentation consists of images juxtaposed to each other.

---

\(^1\) The designer team worked from 1878 to 1880 (or longer) for the firm. Among the items mentioned in the archives of Lobmeyr’s firm in the Museum für Angewandte Kunst at Vienna there is no design sketch of the vessel discussed here. Therefore it can only be inferred from stylistically similar objects by Machytka and Schmoranz that they were the designers. For comparison, design sketches of glassware of the same shape but with other ornamentation derived from Ottoman art are likewise preserved in the museum mentioned above.


Vase

Fritz Heckert, Petersdorf/Piechowice, District of Hirschberg/Jelenia Góra (formerly Silesia, now Poland) 1879/80 up to 1900.

Colourless glass, mould-blown. Enamel painting in blue, green, mauve, Gold paint in incised contour lines. On the base signature in gold: FH Co 67 [Serial number].

Height: 24.0 cm; diameter of the body of the vase: 17 cm.

(Inventory No. J 348)

Vase with a circular body and two decorative handles at the neck. The vase is covered all over the available surface with enamel paint in red, blue, yellow, and leaf-green as well as by gold contour lines in a dense, colourful ornamentation.

All elements of the plant motifs are realized in a very flat two-dimensional style. For the decoration of this object Heckert turned to Indo-Persian art for inspiration, whose elements he independently composed into a well-structured system of ornamentation. In the colours used for this vase Heckert obviously followed the theories developed by Owen Jones in his Grammar of Ornament. There Jones emphasized how important it was to use of the three basic colours red, blue and yellow, which could be enriched with secondary colours only in exceptional cases. Here Heckert used a light leaf-green as subdued colour for Tilling in the less important motifs. He did the contour lines of the details of the ornaments in gold, in accordance with Jones’s instruction: «Where different colours are used against a coloured background, the ornament is differentiated from the background […] with outlines of gold.»

This colour scheme is used primarily for the central area.

Further objects of the firm in other collections: Important examples for comparison of Heckert’s, even though in completely different shapes, are to be found today in various museums of arts and crafts.


3 There is a large collection in the Kreismuseum at Hirschberg. In an exhibition in «Haus Schlesien» (Königswinter) in 1992, 101 objects of Silesian glassware of the 19th and early 20th centuries of the museum (among them 26 Heckert glasses) were on display and catalogued in an accompanying brochure, cf. Schlesisches Glas … Königswinter 1992. Important specimens in Islamic style are owned by the Kunstgewerbemuseum, Berlin, v. Barbara Mundt, Kunsthandwerk und Industrie im Zeitalter der Weltdaustellungen, Berlin 1973 (= Kataloge des Kunstgewerbemuseums, Berlin, vol. 6), Cat. Nos. 70, 71, 72.
Vase with double handles

J. & L. Lobmeyr, Vienna (Design J. Machytka and F. Schmoranz, 1878/79)
Colourless glass,
Gold painting, enamel painting in light blue, black and green.
On the base Lobmeyr monogram
in white enamel paint.
Height: 17.5 cm.
(Inventory No. J 349)

On a gold covered foot ring is set a vessel with a flattened spherical body, which is fully covered with rich ornamentation. On both front sides there is, at the centre in each case, a multi-lobed medallion with a flowering shrub of tulip and carnation motifs executed in enamel paint against leaves painted in gold. In the spaces between the medallions carnation motifs were placed in different colour combinations. The stems are coloured realistically green, the flowers white and light blue. On the neck of the vase, a tendril with similar motifs was painted.

The shoulder is surrounded by a broad band with script which carries four times the words mà ʂà’ Allāh («what God wishes»), an exclamation of admiration.\(^1\) The two round handles are affixed on the shoulder band.

\(^1\) On the base appears in white enamel the translation in German «Der Wille Gottes geschehe», which in English means “God’s will be done.”
Occasional Table

with two sheets of glass held by a brass frame

Philippe-Joseph Brocard, Paris
Opaque glass.
Enamel painting in blue, light blue, white, red, green.
On the edge of the lower sheet, signature in red lettering: Brocard 1876 achat.
Total height: 78.0 cm.
(Inventory No. J 350)

Each of the two sheets with a curved twelve-lobed outline is decorated with a ring of medallions, consisting of eight circular forms, with two different types of patterns alternating with each other. In the middle of each sheet, parallel to the outline of the sheet, there is a curved twelve-lobed cartouche filled with arabesques.

The ornamentation elements of abstract plant motifs, which appear to be Arabic, are situated within a style of decoration which is selected from motifs of Ottoman Iznik ceramics of the 9th/15th-10th/16th centuries. The most striking elements of this decorative composition are the various fanciful flowers which grow on swinging stems with rich foliage. Parts of the foliage are leaves corresponding to the Ottoman sîz motif.

This unusual table, for which so far no comparable specimens are known, shows how large the variety of forms was which Brocard could supply to his customers.
Cylindrical Jug with Handle

J. & L. Lobmeyr, Vienna, around 1875
Free-blown, colourless glass.
Gold coating, enamel painting in blue, white.
On the base Lobmeyr monogram in white enamel paint.
Height: 15.0 cm
(Inventory No. J 351)

The jug follows a form which had been developed since the 16th century in German-speaking areas and is called a «Humpen», i.e. tankard. The ornamentation in the lower part of the jug consists of multi-lobed arches filled with floral elements. Although the jug reveals its origin in the period of historicism, it draws attention to the possibilities that existed to deviate from exuberant ornamentation and to decorate very plainly.¹

The vase with retracted foot, protruding body and funnel-shaped neck is decorated with a combination of motifs of varying provenance. The body of the vase and the neck are covered with a composition of multi-lobed medallions into which quatrefoils are inserted that are open at the lower part. Four bands of ornamentation encircle the vase. The friezes on the foot of the vase and on the transitional zone from body to neck are antique geometrical motifs: on the foot, intersecting hexagons which are open on the top and into which two gable forms are inserted. On the neck a meandering motif was added. The frieze on the body of the vase shows a tendril with bifurcating leaves, on the neck there is a frieze of similar tendrils. The motifs of this vase are such that could be copied from pattern books. Each motif leads a life of its own, there is no connection between the different registers of patterns. Thus there is no unified concept for the entire vase.
Bowl

Probably J. & L. Lobmeyr, Vienna, ca. 1880, not signed.
Freely blown, colourless glass.
Gold painting, enamel painting in blue and white.
Height: 10.0 cm;
径 of the drinking bowl: 10.5 cm.
(Inventory No. J 353)

The most striking feature of this glass is the verse executed in attractive calligraphy within the two rectangular narrow script friezes (see illustration, second half of the verse). It is the oft-quoted verse from the beginning of a ghazal (gazal) by the Persian poet Ḥāfiz of Širāz (d. 792/1390 or 791) which runs in translation thus: «Inspire, cup-bearer, our goblet with the light of wine. Sing, singer: ‘The affairs of the world run according to our wishes’».

The shape starts with a wide foot from which a short broad tube rises. Directly under the bowl a profile ring divides the tube, which terminates on the top in a flat drinking bowl. The ornamentation of the glass is formed by brown tendrils reminiscent of lustre. The drinking bowl appears as if it was held by a wreath of blue stick-like pattern segments.
Pitcher with two glasses

J. & L. Lobmeyr, Vienna, ca. 1885
Free-blown, medium blue glass.
Incised, gold and silver ornamentation.
On the base incised Lobmeyr monogram.
Height: pitcher: 26 cm; beaker: 10.5 cm.
(Inventory Nos. J 354-1, 354-2, 354-3)

The glassware described here was produced in differently coloured varieties of glass. Glassware in the colours medium blue, yellowish and green are known.
The ornamentation shows upright branches of blossoms in fields separated by bars. On the pitcher the branches of blossoms grow out of a shrub created by bands. On the beakers the ornamentation is enclosed above and below by decorative strips that go around. On the pitcher these decorative bands run across the foot, above the plant ornamentation on the body as well as on the neck of the vessel.
Glassware like this was also sold in various Oriental countries or presented as diplomatic gifts. We know, for example, of a gift by the firm to the Ottoman Sultan ‘Abdülhamic II (r. 1293/1876-1327/1909).

J. & L. Lobmeyr, Vienne, dessin vers 1875

Vase and Pitcher
with Gold Net Ornamentation

J. & L. Lobmeyr, Vienna, design ca. 1875.
Slightly iridescent, colourless glass,
blown in gold net.
On the base Lobmeyr monogram in gold.
Vase: Height: 14.5 cm.
(Inventory No. J 356)
Pitcher: Height: 29.5 cm.
(Inventory No. J 355)

A bulbous bowl-like body is set up on the retracted and ascending foot of the vase. The short neck terminates in a wide-swinging brim.
In the upper part, the vase is decorated with a gold net with stylized tassel trimmings which give the appearance as if the net was thrown over the body of the vase.
At the upper end a decorative band is formed by a row of compressed circles put together. The foot is decorated by a band of intersecting oval forms. In literature, glassware decorated like this is assigned to the style of Neo-Renaissance.
In comparison to similarly decorated glassware of the Lobmeyr Trm, this vase is attractive due to the economy and the stylized elements of ornamentation.¹
The pitcher belongs to the same series.

¹ W. Neuwirth, *Lobmeyr*, op. cit., p. 377, illustrates examples of the series «brown, green striped with enamel net blown in». Here the tassels of the trimmings are still three-dimensional.
Pair of Matching Vases

J. & L. Lobmeyr, Vienna, end of the 19th c.
Matt glass.
Gold painting, coloured enamel painting.
On the base Lobmeyr monogram
in white enamel paint.
Height: 42.0 cm.
(Inventory Nos. J 357-1, 357-2)

In their basic form the vases correspond to the long-necked vases known from the China of the 18th and 19th centuries.¹ The specimens discussed here consist of a slightly oval body set up on a foot ring. A perfectly circular neck rises vertically from the body of the vase. The foot of the vase is decorated with a band of swirling motifs. Inside this band there is a motif reminiscent of East Asian scripts. The swaying floral decoration on the body consists of small irregularly swirling blossoms on stems with circular leaf formations. The blossoms painted on the vase have slightly curved tips. The neck is adorned with motifs that rise like columns and are juxtaposed geometrically. The motifs seem to be inspired by the East Asian art which reached the European and North American market after the opening up of some Japanese ports after 1854. For this reason in 1867 Owen Jones published a supplementary volume² to his Grammar of Ornament of 1856 and consequently revised his earlier rejection of East Asian art.

A narrow band of diagonally positioned motifs of bifurcating leaves goes around the upper end of the neck. The individual sections of the vase are separated by five gold bands. Because of these gold bands the tectonics of the vase are completely thrown out of balance. The enamel colours are not painted thickly in a single shade as in other Lobmeyr glassware, but are partially shaded in an artistic manner.

² Owen Jones, Examples of Chinese Ornament selected from Objects in the South Kensington Museum and other Collections, London 1867.

The ornamentation of these vases is composed of elements of Islamic motifs (at the rim of the neck) and of East Asian motifs. Although their prototypes continue to exist, pieces of glassware like these with their decorations are very close to art nouveau. They are an example of the fact that designers continued to develop their own decorations on the basis of prototypes they had once seen, and now created new types of ornamentation. The ornamentation on the body comes close to the linear swinging floral ornamentation of art nouveau, and the geometrically abstract motifs of the neck of the vase come close to the purist variations of art nouveau ornamentation. Thus the vases show the path traversed by Lobmeyr’s into modern times.
Plate

Théodore Deck, Paris, ca. 1860/65
Fritware.
Polychrome painting under glaze.
On the back engraved signature TH
• Deck •
Diameter: 30.5 cm.
(Inventory No. J 358)

The plate was created by Deck in the style of Ottoman Iznik ceramics; he follows examples as they were produced around 970/1560. In the 19th century, examples of these ceramics were much sought-after objects of collections because of their well-balanced ornamentation and their perfect technique of glazing. The ornament field in the mirror of the plate is framed by a decorative band on the rim of the plate. The majority of Ottoman plates and bowls also have ornaments around the rims for the enrichment of the decoration. With its extreme stylization, the ornamentation on this part of the plate created by Deck does not correspond to Ottoman prototypes. Here Deck tried to introduce innovative elements.

Further objects of the Trm in other collections: Ceramics by Théodore Deck in Ottoman style are to be found in many collections in Europe. In Germany important specimens are preserved in Berlin (Kunstgewerbeuseum) and Cologne (Museum für Angewandte Kunst).


2 cf. the examples in N. Atasoy and J. Raby, op. cit., passim.
Flat square Bowl with retracted corners

The composition is put together from elements of decoration of Turkish Iznik ceramics of the 10th/16th century without directly copying any specific prototype. Instead, Deck put together his own combination of popular motifs of Iznik ceramics here. For his bowl he chose a composition of tulips, carnations, plum blossoms and a flower with six parts that cannot be identified more closely. Against this motif a circular rosette blossom is placed in the centre. The flower shrub follows the Ottoman typology. There too intersections of individual elements of ornamentation occurred somewhat arbitrarily.1 The shape of the bowl is unusual in Islamic art and leads us to assume that it was inspired by East Asian art. Because of the square shape the bowl could also be compared with tiles. However, in Ottoman tile ceramics, ornamentation which is complete in itself is unusual because the individual tiles were mostly part of a larger system of ornamentation. On the whole the bowl with its composition consisting of diverse styles can be rated as a typical example of European historicism of the 19th century, where Deck demonstrates his familiarity with different types of non-European styles.

Further objects of the firm in other collections: ceramics by Théodore Deck with ornamentation derived from Ottoman art are to be found in a number of collections in Europe. Until now a specimen comparable in shape is unknown. We know, however, that Deck produced wall plates and other decorative ceramics in very diverse styles and shapes.2

1 At some unknown period, Ferdinand Levillain was among the staff of Th. Deck’s studio (see Sandor Kuthy, Albert Anker. Fayencen in Zusammenarbeit mit Théodore Deck, Zürich 1985, p. 23).


Field of tiles
of four tiles
in a frame
of more recent times

Minton, Hollins and Co.
Stoke on Trent
Pressed clay.
Colours of the glaze in red, blue, yellow, reddish brown, pink, bluish green, leaf-green on white.
On the back pressed-in stamp:
Minton, Hollins & Co.
Patent Tile Works,
Stoke on Trent.
Each tile 20.0 × 20.0 cm.
(Inventory No. J 360)

The field consists of four square tiles. Apparently, the ornamentation follows models from the Islamic world. By the plasticity of the leaves and flowers and also by the strong colours the tiles clearly show their European provenance.
The division of the surface consists of two pointed oval systems of patterns which are filled with palmette and lotus flowers, rosettes and lancet leaves. Although details of the ornamentation are reminiscent of Ottoman and Mughal Indian types of the 10th /16th and the 11th/17th centuries, this new creation is nevertheless successful because of the free treatment of the sources of inspiration and above all because of a totally individual palette of colours.¹
The design of the tiles could neither be traced within the large archival material of Minton’s at Stoke on Trent among the preliminary sketches, nor could it be identified in the sales catalogues preserved. Since the new concept of ornamentation is so successful, it is possible to classify it as an early work by Christopher Dresser when he worked as a designer for Minton’s. In his designs Dresser translated the Oriental models into very stylized forms. The example discussed here combines prototypes from Ottoman and Indian art into a unified surface design. The colour design of the tiles is very close to the Mughal Indian examples, and shows how well acquainted English artists and art historians were with the art of that part of the Islamic world.
The example from Minton’s is a pastiche of different artistic styles of the Islamic world.

¹ Examples of Turkish and Indian art were known to 19th century designers from the above-mentioned (p. 177) pattern books by Jones, Racinet, Collinot/Beaumont, Prisse d’Avennes and Parvillée. However, many of them had also travelled in the Islamic world.
Two Flat Bowls
with a broad, flattened rim

Théodore Deck, Paris, ca. 1865
Fritware. Polychrome painting under the glaze.
Flat relief ornamentation in the central circular field, three surrounding decorative bands.

1. In dark and light blue, dark purple, red and honey-coloured, two white bands to separate the patterns. On the back an unstructured pattern of lines in the same colours as in the front. Diameter: 22.0 cm.
(Inventory No. J 361)

2. In dark and light blue, two white bands to separate the patterns.
Monochrome back. Diameter: 21.5 cm.
(Inventory No. J 362)

On the base of both pieces the stamp mark THD in dark purple, the letters joined together.
In the ornamentation of the bowls different elements of Mamlûk art of Egypt from the time around 665/1265 were combined with one another. But the band with a free-standing motif of ornamentation on the outer rim was probably an invention of the workshop of Théodore Deck: a leaf is tied in such a way that it can be depicted as standing freely on the stem.
The main element of the plate is a script band in Nasḫi style. Here the name of the Mamlûk Sultan as-Sulṭān al-Malik az-Zâhir (Baibars, ruled 658/1260-676/1277) is mentioned twice each with the addition «the righteous one, the fighter for the faith», before the inscription concludes in a jumble of letters without any meaning. It seems as if the Deck studio worked on the basis of specific models or illustrations from pattern books. Since until 1865 only the first edition of the work by Beaumont and Collinot was published¹ and since the model for the piece by Deck does not agree with the examples in this work, it is possible that Deck may have worked with originals, in any case he did not work on the basis of this pattern book.² In the centre of the plate, in a circular field, there is a tendril made up of vine leaves and grapes. Into the centre of this tendril a free-standing swirling rosette was incorporated. Between the script band and the vine creeper, bands of single leaves were inserted. These leaves are also known from the repertoire of Mamlûk ornamentation, but here they are stylized.
Since Deck’s studio also produced samples for the ornamentation and the colour scheme, we may assume that these specimens were such didactic pieces, because of the differing colour scheme.

Comparable piece in other museums:
An identical piece in dark blue and white is to be found in Guebwiller, Musée Florial.

¹ A. Beaumont and E. V. Collinot, Recueil de dessins pour l’art et l’industrie, Paris 1859.
² The author wishes to thank Stefan Heidemann, Chair of Semitic Philology and Islamic Sciences, University of Jena, for the evaluation of the inscription.
Vase
in the shape of a Persian or a Syrian Ewer

De Porceleyne Fles, Delft (Netherlands), after 1910
Earthenware, lustre ornamentation
(Nieuw Delfts Luster), under glaze colours in white, turquoise. On the base signature in blue and the trademark of the firm in the form of a bottle without spout, under a line: Delft.
Height: 15.0 cm.
(Inventory No. J 363)

In shape and colours, the vase follows Iranian ceramics of the 6th/12th-7th/13th centuries. The spout matches that of a pitcher from the 6th/12th century from Kāšān (Iran). At that time in Kāšān and in other cities of Iran a large number of new ceramic technologies and shapes for vessels were developed, but despite the variety of Iranian vessels of that period no exact parallel piece could be located. It is to be assumed that the designers of the firm of De Porceleyne Fles developed their own decoration from many study objects.

Further pieces of the firm in other collections:
The Hague, Gemeentemuseum (various pieces).
Museum of the firm of De Porceleyne Fles, Delft (various pieces).

Vase
in the form of a water basin

Clément Massier, Golfe−Juan (near Cannes)
Fritware.
Lustre glaze over an ochre coloured engobe, having a similar lustre glaze.
Height: 23.0 cm; diameter 38.0 cm.
(Inventory No. J 364)

The shape of the vase can be derived from the im−laid water basins produced in Iran and Egypt from the 7th/ 13th to the early 9th /15th century.1 Massier alters the shape in such a way that it looks altogether more elegant, and he achieves a more unified concept of the shape.

The decoration consists of elements that come close to the characters of Arabic script but they do not result in a legible text; rather, the characters give the impression of fragments of words and characters poured onto the vase. Because of the employment of Arabic script, an orientalised ornamentation emerges, which, however, reveals by its completely free use of the prototype models the possibilities for the development of a modern style of ornamentation. Arabic script now became the basis for abstract motifs of ornamentation. The encounter with Arabic script was also made use of by painters of the early 20th century for alienation effects.2

The technique of glazing with its combination of lustre applied in two layers had been employed by Massier since the World Exhibition of 1889.3
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Ibn ar-Razzāz al-Ǧazari, see Ismāʿīl Ibn ar-Razzāz
Ibn afl-ifwair, see ʿAbdussalām b. al-ʿasan
İlgürel, Mücteba 88 n.
‘Inān, Muḥammad ʿAbdallāh 101 n.
Inberton 180
Ismāʿīl Ibn ar-Razzāz al-Ǧazari Abu l-ʿIzz Abī Bakr
Badiʿazzamān 20, 25, 26, 27 n., 28, 53, 54, 56, 57, 58, 59, 59 n.
Issa Bey, Ahmed 73
İ-Ss-Mü-Yn (Arab. İsmāʿīl) 97
al-Īfla¿r¬, see Abī l-ʿAl¬ b. AΩmad
Jaouiche, Khalil, see ʿAbd¬·
de Joinville, Jean 94, 94 n.
John, Owen 177, 183, 189, 189 n., 197, 197 n., 200 n.
K
Kaçar, Mustafa 128 n.
Kandinsky, Wassily 203 n.
Kʿang Hs¬, Mandchu emperor, 38
Karoumi, Awni 184 n.
Keall, Edward J. 104 n.
Khanikoff, Nicolas 4 n., 6 n.
Klee, Paul 203 n.
Kluckert, E. 24, 24 n.
Kösem Sultan 89
Kohl, Heinrich 103 n.
Kramers, Johannes Hendrik 30 n.
Krencker, Daniel 103 n.
Kröger, Jens 158, 159, 161, 163, 165
Kuban, Doğan 76 n., 77, 78 n., 80 n., 84 n., 85, 85 n., 86 n.
Kublai Khan see Qubilay ø®n
Küçükerman, Önder 147, 152, 174
Kühnel, Ernst 169 n., 181 n.
Kühl, Werner Friedrich 75 n.
Kuthy, Sandor 199 n.
Kyeser, Konrad 17, 17 n., 116, 117, 118, 126

L
Lágari Hasan Çelebi 128
Lamm, Carl Johan 181 n.
Landier, Alfred 182 n.
Leclerc, Lucien 99 n.
von Lenz, Eduard 104
Lévi-Provençal, Evariste 33 n.
Levillain, Ferdinand 199, 199 n.
von Lippmann, Edmund Oskar 100
Lombey, J. & L. 178, 180, 184, 184 n., 186, 186 n., 187, 187 n., 188, 188 n., 190, 192, 193, 194, 195, 196, 197
Louis IX, King of France, 94, 102
Ludwig, Horst 180, 203 n.
Lü Wên-Huán 翁文洞 98

M
Machytka, Johann 184, 185, 186, 186 n., 187, 188, 188 n., 190
Mānglı Bugā 100 n.
al-Malik al-Maššūr Saifaddin Qalāwūn, Mamluk Sultan 71, 71 n., 72 n.
al-Malik az-Zāhīr Bābars 71 n., 201
Malikian-Chirvani, Assadullah 203 n.
al-Maššūr, Abbāsid Caliph 98
al-Maqrīzī, see Ahmad b. ‘Alī
Mardū b. ‘Alī b. Mardū at-Ţarsūsī 94, 95, 111, 112, 113, 114
Ma'rūf, Nāğī 65 n.
Massier, Clément 178, 203
al-Maš'ūdī, see ‘Alī b. al-Husain
Mehmed, prince (Şehzade, 2nd son of Süleymān the Magnificent) 76, 77, 78
Mehmed Ağā, Ottoman architect, 88
Mehren, August Ferdinand 33 n.
Mènelaus 9
Mercier, Maurice 102, 102 n., 103, 103 n., 104
Mergl, Jan 181 n.
Migeon, Gaston 181 n.
Minton Hollins & Co. 177, 200, 201
Moellers, Doris 180 n., 183 n.
Montagut, Robert 185 n., 187 n.
de Morgan, William 177
MorrisonMcClinton, Katharina 179 n., 180 n., 181 n.
Mudry, Anna 11 n.
Müllers, August 100 n.
Müller, Paul Johannes 23 n., 24
Muḥammad b. ’Abdallāh b. Sa'id Ibn al-Ḥāṭib
Lišānaddīn 101
Muḥammad b. ’Abdalmun'im al-Ḥimyari Abū ’Abdallāh 33
Muḥammad b. Abīl-Rūnī Abu r-Raiḥān 9, 10, 11, 14, 148
Muḥammad b. Abīl-Mun'em Ibn Ǧubair al-Kināni Abu l-Husain 68
Muḥammad b. ‘Alī Ibn Hauqal an-Naṣībī Abu l-Qāsim 30, 31, 32
Muḥammad b. Ǧarir b. Yazid at-Ţabarī Abū Ǧa'far 32, 93, 137 n.
Muhammad (or Aḥmad) b. Ḥalaf al-Murādī 51, 52
Muhammad b. Hāmid al-Isfahānī 58
Muhammad b. Ibrāhīm b. Ābī Tāllib al-Anṣārī aṣ-Šūfī Ṣaḥṣ ar-Rabwah ad-Dimasqī Šamsaddin Abū ʿAbdallāh 33, 34
Muhammad b. Maʿrūf al-Miṣrī ar-Rāzi Tarqaddn 18, 28, 37, 39, 40, 41, 42, 61
Muhammad b. Mūsā b. ʿSākīr, see Banū Mūsā
Muhammad b. Zakariyāʾ ar-Rāzi Abū Bakr, Lat. Rhazes or Albučasir 4, 4 n.
Mundt, Barbara 189 n., 192 n.
Muḥammad IV, Ottoman Sultan 89, 128
al-Murād-, see Muhammad b. Ḥalaf
Mūmād b. Mṣr b. ʿĪṣārī, see Banʿ Mṣr
al-Mustanṣir billāh, Abbasid Caliph 65
al-Muʿtaṣim, Abbasid Caliph 93
al-Muṭṭafar b. Ismāʿīl al-Isfīẓārī Abū Ḥātim 5
al-Muẓaffar Yūsuf b. ʿUmar, Rasʾlid ruler 105
N
Nāṣiraddin (Qāqār), Shah of Persia 177
Needham, Joseph 34 n., 38 n., 94, 98, 98 n.
Neuburger, Albert 17, 17 n.
Neuvière, Waltraud 180, 181 n., 188 n., 196 n.
Newton, Charles 185 n.
Nūraddin Mahmūd b. Zangi, Zengid ruler in Syria 68
O
Olénine, Alexis 100 n.
ʿOsmān (ʿUṭmān) II, Ottoman Sultan 89
P
Pappus 12
Partington, James Riddick 94, 98, 98 n., 101 n., 126 n.
Parvillée 200 n.
Peter Peregrinus 60
Pfuhl & Pottier 178, 179, 183
Philon 19, 20, 35
Pinder-Wilson, Ralph 171, 172
Pompadour, Jeanne-Antoinette Poisson 182 n.
Po, Arthur Upham 147, 148
De Porcelle-Fies 178, 202
Prisse d'Avennes, (Achille-Constant-Théodore-) Émile 177, 185, 185 n., 200 n.
Q
Qaddoumi 159
al-Qāṣīm b. ʿĀli b. Muḥammad al-Ḥārīrī 23, 24, 65, 159
Quarg, Götz 116 n.
Quatremère, Étienne 97 n., 100 n., 104
Quiblay Ḥān (ʿShī Tūsī), Mongol Great Khan 97
Qūqṣ ar-Rūmī (Pappus) 12
R
Raby, Julian 188 n., 198, 198 n., 199 n.
Racinet, Albert 177, 200 n.
Ramelli, Agostino 29
Raṣūladdìn Fāḍlallāh 109
Rathgen, Bernhard 95 n., 118 n.
ar-Rāzī, see Muhammad b. Zakariyāʾ
Reinaud, Joseph-Toussaint 93, 93 n., 94 n., 97 n., 98, 99, 99 n., 100, 100 n., 101 n., 120 n., 125 n., 126, 133 n.
Reuther, Oskar 103 n.
Rhazes, see Muhammad b. Zakariyāʾ
Ritter, Hellmut 104 n.
Robine, Gérard 23 n.
Rode, August 16 n., 17 n.
von Romrock, St. J. 120 n., 126, 126 n., 127 n.
de Rothschild, Edmond 181
Roumi, Muḥammad 23 n.
de Rubeis, Galeaz 17
Rüstem Paşa 78
S
Sabra, Abdalhamid I. 52
Saccaro Battisti, Giuseppa 55, 126 n., 138 n.
Ṣaḥāda, Ḥālīl 100 n.
Ṣayyid, Aiman Fuʿād 94 n.
Ṣalāḥaddin Yūsuf b. Aiyūb al-Malik an-Naṣīr (Saladin), souverain ayyoubide 68, 94, 95 n., 96, 111, 112, 113 von Saldern, Axel 159, 162, 164, 165
Ṣāliḥiyya, Muḥammad ʿĪsā 105 n.
Ṣamsaddin ad-Dimasqī, see Muḥammad b. Ibrāhīm Samsō, Julio 51 n., 52
da San Gallo, Giuliano 81
Sarre, Friedrich 103 n., 104
Sarton, George 16 n., 60 n., 98 n.
Sauvaget, Jean 69 n.
Savage-Smith, Emilie 104 n.
Ṣawwār b. Muṣīr as-Saʿādī 102
Schickard, Heinrich 24
Schöller, Hans 19 n., 35, 36, 36 n., 60 n.
Schmid, Hansjörg 66, 67
Schmidtchen, Volker 95 n., 116 n., 118, 118 n., 138 n.
Schmoranz, Franz 184, 185, 186, 186 n., 187, 188, 188 n., 190
Selim II, Ottoman Sultan 84
Seyrig, Henri 103, 104
Sezgin, Fuat 49 n., 100 n.
Sinān, Miʿmār (Ottoman architect) 76, 77, 78, 80, 84, 89
Singer, Charles 17 n., 22 n., 34 n.
Sobernheim, Moritz 103 n.
Sonat, Göksen 195 n.
Spiegel, Walter 186 n.
Strabo 16, 16 n., 17, 17 n.
Süleyman the Magnificent (Qānūn Süleymān) 76, 80, 82
II. Technical Terms & Geographic Names

A – ‘A

academy, Mustansiriya University in Baghdad 65-67
academy, see also madrasa
Acco, Acre (‘Akka) 94, 97
aelopiles or wind-balls (aeolipila) 103
Ahmad Šâh Mosque (Divriği) 70
al-âta allât tuzammiru bi-nafsihâ («wind instrument that plays by itself» by the Banû Mûsâ) 30
Alexandria 12, 102
Alhambra 183
TECHNICAL TERMS AND GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES

(Taqiyaddin) 39
‘araba (ship’s mill) 30
arabesques (ornamentation of a vase) 187
Arabic script as ornamentation on European ceramics 178
«Archimedian snail» (cochlea, screw pump) 16
architecture 64-90
areometer (for determining the specific gravity of liquids) 12-14
‘arida (cross-piece of the balance by ‘Abdarrāhman al-Ḥāzini) 6
armoured vehicle with a battering ram (ṣahḥāfa) 93, 137-138
‘arrada, see crossbow
art nouveau 178, 197
Asar Kale (place in ruins near Ankara) 137 n.
At Meydanı (square in Istanbul) 89
atmospheric pressure 51
automatic vender for dispensing hot and cold water alternately (described by the Banū Mūsā) 49-50
automaton for entertainment by al-Murādī 51-52

B

Baghdad (Bağdad) 65, 66, 67
bakra («reel», pulleys) 42 n.
balance, balances 3-14
balance from Egypt (ca. 19th/20th c.) 7
balance, goldsmith’s balance kit (Ottoman?) 155
balance, goldsmith’s balance kit (Qom 19th c., Isfahān) 154
balance, numerical determination of the specific gravity 9-11
balance, Ottoman (from Istanbul) 8
balance, «physical balance» (mīzān ṭabi’i by Abū Bakr ar-Razī) 4
«balance of wisdom» (mīzān al-hikma, developed by Abū Ḥātim al-IsŢzārī) 5
«balance of wisdom» (mīzān al-hikma, perfected by ‘Abdarrāhman al-Ḥāzini) 3-4, 5-6
balista de torno (quas bi-l-laub) 94
ballista (triple cross bow) 114
ballistic gauge (mīzān al-qarb wa-l-ba‘id) of counterweight trebuchets 134
ballistic instrument for levelling (mīzān al-arzd) 108, 135
bārād (gunpowder) 99, 105
battering ram, mobile (dabbaiba) 93, 137, 138
Bāyezīd mosque (Istanbul) 80
beaker (9th-10th c., Nişāpūr)? 164
beaker with foot (9th-11th c., Nişāpūr) 158
Berlin 188, 198, 203
Bibliothèque nationale, Paris 23
bilancetta (pycnometer used by Galilei) 11
al-Bımārīstān an-Nūrī, see Nūraddīn Hospital
«biological» grenade 120
«black bull», see qarābugā
block and tackle (of the large counterweight trebuchet) 97, 108
block and tackle in the form of a cylinder (described by Taqiyaddin) 42
Blue Mosque, see Sulṭān Ahmed Mosque
Bosphorus 128
boteh patterns (pers. būtah, motif in Persian art of carpets and textiles) 186
bottle (Hōrāsān, 11th-12th c.) 165
bottle, small (Hōrāsān, 9th-11th c.) 165
bottle, small (Nişāpūr, 9th-10th c.) 161
bottle, small (Syria, Umayyad?) 164
bow, earliest mention of a steel bow in Europe 96
bow, «Indian bow» (qisīy hindya) 96
bow from the Islamic world (Musée de l’Armée, Paris) 95-96
bowl (Ph.-J. Brocard, Meudon 1867) 182
bowl (Th. Deck, Paris ca. 1870), flat square bowl with retracted corners 199
bowl (probably Lobmeyr, Vienna ca. 1880) 194
bows (flat) with a broad, flattened rim (Th. Deck, Paris ca. 1865) 201
bows, Ottoman 150
branding stamp, recent Egyptian 15
brass (sabak) 9
Bretà (town in Northern Italy) 24
Bröhanmuseum, Berlin 203
bronze (sufr) 9
bucket chain for lifting water 19-22
bucket wheel 20
büselek (makam) 75
Byzantium 76

C

Cairo 71, 102, 179, 185
camshaft 28
cannon (mīḍja’, mikhala) 100, 101, 108, 131-132, 133
cannon cracker 99
canteen for the poor (‘imārat annexed to the mosque) 74, 89
Canterbury 33
caraboga (carabouhas, carabaccani, trebuchet) 97
cārgāh (makam) 75
casting moulds (9th-12th c., Nişāpūr) 173, 174
catapult (mungantiq) 93, 97, 98
catapults of the Greeks and Sassanids 96
ceramics, European in Oriental style 177-203
ceramics from Iznik 191, 198, 199
ceramics, Ottoman 199
ceramics, Persian (Iranian) 177, 202
ceramics, Spanish 185
China, counterweight trebuchet 97-98
China, saltpetre 99
China, windmill 34
chlorite 104
coal 99, 125
cochlea (screw pump) 16
Cologne 198
combination lock (with Arabic characters, qafl yuqfal ‘ālā sāndūq bi-hurūf ‘īnā ‘āsrār min hurūf al-mu’tam) by al-Ḡazari 56-58
Constantinople, see Istanbul
Copenhagen 58
copper 9
cosmetic utensils (from Anatolia, late Antiquity / Byzantine?) 141
crane handle (of a water-lifting bucket chain) 22
cream of tartar 98
Cristalleries de Sèvres 182
crossbow (‘arrāda) 94-96, 100, 112, 114, 127
crossbow, counterweight trebuchet with crossbow 112
crossbow with grenades 127
crossbow, large crossbow (qaus az-ziyār) 94, 95
crossbow, pedestal crossbow 95
crossbow, stirrup crossbow (qaus al-yad) 94
crossbow, triple crossbow (ballista) 114
crossbow according to Leonardo da Vinci 95
crossbow, windlass crossbow 94-96
crown of King Hieron of Sicily« (Hieron’s wreath)» 9
Crusades 126
cupping classes (from the Maghrib) 152
cupping classes (Nišāpur, 9th-10th c.) 159, 161
dabbāba (battering ram, wheeled gun carriage) 93, 137, 138
Damascene steel 96
Damascus 20, 21, 68, 71, 102
Danube 100
Dār aš-ṣifā’, see hospital
daulab (wheel of the windmill) 33
dauraq (water pitcher) 14
David Collection, Copenhagen 58
dawālīb mutadāḥiliyat al-ṣanān (gear wheel system) 40, 41
delay systems 51
Delft 202
Den Haag 202
dīnār 6
dirham 6
distance regulator 119, 131, 134
Divriği 70
door lock with four bolts (by al-Ḡazari) 59
dīḡāḡ (makam) 75
dulcimer (ṣantūr) 75

E

Edirne 74, 76, 84
Egypt 7, 16, 94, 179, 182, 201
«Egyptian screw» (screw pump) 16-18
enamel painting on glass 180-181
endowment document of the hospital (Dār aš-ṣifā‘) of Sultan Bāyezīd II (Edirne) 75
endowment documents of the Qalāwūn Hospital (Cairo) 73
epitaphs of the mausoleum (türbe) of Şeṣhzade Mehmed 78
equator of equilibrium (of the areometer) 13
everlasting light, see God’s lantern
Europe 17, 22, 34, 61, 179, 199
European glassware and ceramics in Oriental style 177-203

F

Fáng-Chéng (town in China) 97
feedback controls (element of Arabic technology) 51
fiddle (kemān) 75
«fire barrel» (firearm) 133
«fire lance» (firearm) 133
fire pot, grenade 120
firearms 94, 98-101
fireworks 99
fish hooks (early Islamic, Southern Iran) 153
flight-thrower (sāndūq al-muḥāṣafa described by az-Zardkāš) 124
floral ornamentation in Ottoman art 177, 191
forceps, dental 153
fork (Sassanid or Umayyad, Northern Iran) 143
fortification towers 136
fountains by al-Ḡazari 53-55
funnel (early Abbasid, Syria) 159
funnel (9th-10th c., Nišāpur) 160
fuqqā‘a (vessel) 104
fuqqā‘a (type of grenade) 105

G – Ġ – Ġ

gārr al-atīqāl («pulling of weights», block and tackle) 42
n.
gear drive (dawālīb mutadāḥiliyat al-ṣanān) 40, 41
Gemeentemuseum, The Hague 202
Gewerbemuseum der Landesgewerbeanstalt Bayern, Nuremberg 180
gazal (gazal), verse from a gazal on a drinking bowl 194
gin, see horse-operated gin
glass cutter (Ṣafavid, 17th c.) 151
glass work, Mamlūk 178
glassware, European glassware in Oriental style 177-203
glassware producers, European 179
goblet, glass goblet (Pfulb & Pottier, Paris and Nice 1877) 178, 183
God's lantern (sirāğ Allāh, eternal light described by the Banū Mūsā) 46-47
gold 9
gold painting 179, 184
Golfe-Juan (near Cannes) 203
grab dredger (for lifting objects from water) 43-44
Granada 101
Greek fire 94, 98, 102
grenade with chemical war materials 127
grenades 101-105, 120-123
Guebwiller 201
gun 100
gunpowder (bārūd) 94, 99, 102, 105
 الرياض («ravens», rings of steel of the balance by 'Abdarrahmān al-Ḥāzini) 6

H – H – Ḥ

ḥabba (unit of weight) 6
Hagia SoTa 76
'al-ḥakim (the judge) of the balance described by 'Abdarrahmān al-Ḥāzini) 6
Hamā (city in Syria) 101
hand firearm 133
hand grenades 101-105
harp (ceng) 75
«Hieron's wreath» (crown of King Hieron of Sicily) 9
hindām an-naft (weapon) 100
hinge (narmādaq) 43
Historical Museum, Moscow 102
historicism (European period style) 178, 192, 199
ḥizāna («magazine» of a weapon) 100
hoist with gear drive 41
Horāsān, ancient artefacts 144-145, 165, 171
Horāsān, inkpot 148
horse-operated gin (according to al-Gazari) 25-26
hospital (Dār ās-sifā') of Sultan Bāyezīd II (Edirne) 74-75
hospital of Nūraddin (Damascus) 68-69
hospital of Qalāwūn (Cairo) 71-73
hospital of Princess Tūrān (Divrīği) 70
hospitals (their architecture) 68-75
hot air, power by means of hot air 39
Hsiāng-Yāng (city in China) 97
Huescar (Iškar near Granada) 101

I – 'I

ʾikrīḥ (tubes of the grenade) 120
ʾimārat, see canteen for the poor
Indo-Persian art 189
infinitesimal processes 3
ink bottle (Nišāpūr, 9th-10th c.) 162
inkpot (Nišāpūr, 9th-10th c.) 163
inkpot (Nišāpūr, 12th-13th c.) 167
inkpot (mihbarā), Salḏuq (12th c.) 148
installation for lifting water from a pool with a draught
animal described by according to al-Gazari 25-26
iron 9, 10
Isfahan (Isfahān), ancient artefacts 154, 175, 175
Iškar (Huesca near Granada) 101
Istanbul or Constantinople 18, 40, 76, 80, 88
Italy 11, 96
iwāns (vaulted halls) 69, 74
Iznik ceramics 191, 198, 199

J
jeweller's tool (9th-12th c., Nišāpūr) 172
jug, cylindrical jug with handle (Lobmeyer, Vienna ca. 1875) 192

K
καρίστευμα (qarastūn) 3
karāsī taḥtaḥa ʿaḡal (wheeled gun carriages) 137
karrās ʿāmī («Syrian vessel»), grenade 103
Kāšān (in Iran) 202
Khalili Collection, London 58
kızān fuqqā («pitchers») 105
Kunstgewerbemuseum, Berlin 188 n., 198

L
ladle and hook (Abbasid, Syria 8th-9th c.) 143
lamp (early Islam, Western Anatolia) 162
lamp (Umayyad, Syria) 158
lamp, hanging lamp (Umayyad?, Syria) 163
lamp, naphthalene lamps of an apparatus for lifting water 36
lamp that does not go out even in strong winds (described by the Banū Mūsā) 45
lamp, see also God's lantern
lathe of al-Ḥāzini's areometer 13
lāwāl (windlass of the crossbow) 94
leather press-mould (9th-12th c., Nišāpūr) 172
levelling instrument (mizān al-ard) of the large counter-weight trebuchet 108, 135
lever balances 3
lever, law of the lever (Archimedes) 3, 61
lever in the shape of scissors 35
lighthouse of Alexandria 102
Limoges 183
INDEX

London 7, 58, 203
lute (‘ād) 75

M

Maastricht 58
madfaa (arab. midfa’, firearm) 133
madrasa (academy) of the hospital of Sultan Bāyezîd II (Edirne) 74
madrasa (academy) of the Qalāwūn Hospital (Cairo) 71, 72, 73
madrasa (academy) of the Şehzade Mosque (Istanbul) 78
madrasa of the Sulṭān Ahmed Mosque (Blue Mosque, Istanbul) 89
madrasa, see also Mustanṣirīya University
makam (in music) 75
Mamlūk art 201
Mamlūk long-necked vase 181
Mamlūk metal or glass work 185
Mamlūk mosque lamps 179
manṣanīq, pl. manṣānīqūt, manṣānīq (catapult, trebuchet) 93, 97, 98, 100, 137
manṣanīq fārisī («Persian counterweight trebuchet») 112
manṣanīq ifranqū («European catapult») 107
manṣanīq sulṭānī («King’s trebuchet») 106
manṣanīq az-ziyār 108, 110
Manṣa’at Şaḥī Muḥyiddīn (water-lifting apparatus in ʿay-Sālihiya, Damascus) 20-21
al-Manṣūra (place in Egypt) 94, 102
al-Māristān al-kabīr al-Manṣūrī, see Qalāwūn Hospital
marmā («embrasures» of the windmill) 33
maṣʿal nār (torch) 102
mausoleum (türbe) of Şehzade Meḥmed 78
mausoleum of the Sulṭān Ahmed Mosque (Blue Mosque, Istanbul) 89
mausoleum of Sultan Sulṭān Suleymān (Istanbul) 82
meandering motif (on a vase, ca. 1880) 193
medallion of interwoven stars on glass goblet (Pfulb & Pottier, Paris and Nice 1877) 183
medical instruments (ancient, from Anatolia, Persia and Syria) 143
medical instruments (Umayyad - early Abbasid, 8th-9th c.) 142
mental patients 69, 75
mercury clock (Spanish-Arabic) 51
metal work from Syria 184
metals 6, 9, 10, 11
Metropolitan Museum, New York 185 n.
Meudon (place near Paris) 182, 182 n.
midfa’, see cannon
mihbara (small inkpot, Seljuk 12th c.) 148
mibwar (axis of the lever balance) 3
mikhala, see cannon
Milan 24, 38
military stratagems (hiyal) 93
military technology 93-138
miyāṣas al-māʿiyāt fi t-tiqāl wa-l-hiffa (areometer for the determination of the specific gravity of liquids) 12-14
miqāl (unit of weight) 6, 10, 14
miẓān al-arḍ (instrument for levelling used for the large counterweight trebuchet) 108, 135
miẓān Arūsīmīdīs («Archimedean Balance») 4
miẓān al-hikma («Balance of Wisdom», perfected by ‘Abdarrahmān al-Ḥāzinī) 3-4, 5-6
miẓān al-hikma («Balance of Wisdom», developed by Abū Ḥātim al-Isfāzī) 5
miẓān al-qarib wa-l-baʿid (ballistic gauge of the counterweight trebuchet) 134
miẓān tabīʿī («physical balance» described by Abū Bakr ar-Rāzī) 4
momentum, calculation of the momentum 61
Mongols in Baghdad (1258) 65, 67
mortar (Ottoman, 18th c.?) 147
mortar (Seljuk, Nišāpūr) 147
mortars (Egyptian, late 20th c.) 149
Moscow 102
mosque in architecture 76-90
mosque, Ahmad Šāh Mosque (Divriği) 70
mosque, Bāyezîd Mosque (Istanbul) 80
mosque, Şehzade Mosque (Istanbul) 76-79
mosque, Selimîye Mosque (Selimîye Camii, Edirne) 84-87
mosque, Sūleymaniye Mosque (Süleymaniye Camii, Istanbul) 80-83
mosque, Sulṭān Ahmed Mosque (Blue Mosque, Istanbul) 88-90
mosque lamps, Egyptian hanging mosque lamps 179
Mosul 30
motif of bifurcating leaves (ornament in arts and crafts) 180, 185, 187, 193, 197, 201
mould or model made of stone (18th c., ʿayrāz) 174
medallion of interwoven stars on glass goblet (Pfulb & Pottier, Paris and Nice 1877) 183
medical instruments (ancient, from Anatolia, Persia and Syria) 143
musée de l’Armée (Hôtel National des Invalides) in Paris 95, 96
Musée de Cluny, Paris 185 n.
Musée du Louvre, Paris 203
Musée d’Histoire de la Science, Paris 201
Musée National Adrien Dubouché, Limoges 183
Museo Nazionale della Scienza e della Tecnica, Milan 38
Museum für Angewandte Kunst, Cologne 198
Museum of Islamic Culture and Art, Baghdad 67
museums of handicrafts, European 177, 179, 185
music therapy of mental patients 75
Mustanṣirīya University (al-Madrasa al-Mustanṣirīya) in Baghdad 65
Nancy 180
naphta (naff), paraffin 98, 99, 101, 125
naphthalene lamps of an apparatus for lifting water 36
napūmadāq (hinge) 43
National Museum, Warsaw 183
nā'ūra (noria, water-lifting wheel) 23
needle (medical instrument, Umayyad - early Abbasid, 8th-9th c.) 142
Neh (place in Sīstān) 34
Neo-Renaissance 196
nevr (makam) 75
New York 185 n.
Nimrud (near Ninive) 138
Nishapur (Nišāpūr), ancient artefacts 143, 147, 158, 159, 160, 161, 163, 164, 166, 170, 172, 173, 174
Nuremberg 180
Nuremberg scissors 35
Nūraddīn Hospital (al-Bīmāristān an-Nūrī) in Damascus 68-69
occasional table with two sheets of glass held by a brass frame (Ph.-J. Brocard, Paris 1876) 191
onager (Roman catapult) 115
ornamentation in European arts and crafts 178
ornamentation in Ottoman art 177-178, 188, 191, 199
Österreichisches Museum für angewandte Kunst, Vienna 180, 181, 184, 184 n., 185, 186 n., 188 n.
Ottoman Sultans 177
Ottoman tile ceramics 199
paddle wheel (of the bucket chain for lifting water) 20
palmette blossoms (ornamentation of a plate) 184
panpipes (mūsīqār) 75
paraffin, see naphta
Paris 95, 96, 179, 182 n., 183, 185 n., 201, 203 n.
Pavia 17
perfume 103
perpetuum mobile 60-61
Petersdorf (in Silesia) 180, 189
Petmaria 96
phao (trebuchet introduced into China from the Arabic-Islamic world) 97
«physical balance» (mīzān ṭabī‘ī, used by Abū Bakr ar-Rāzī) 4
physics 3-61
pigment bowl (9th-10th c., Nišāpūr) 166
pitch 99
pitcher with handle with golden net ornamentation (Lobmeyr, Vienna ca. 1875) 196
pitcher with two glasses (Lobmeyr, Vienna ca. 1885) 195
plate (Th. Deck, Paris um 1860/65) 178, 198
plate (Lobmeyr, Vienna 1878) 184
plate «in Arabic style» (Lobmeyr, Vienna 1878) 185
plate with botch patterns (Lobmeyr, Vienna 1878/79) 186
plumbine with spool (Seljuq, 12th. c., Eastern Anatolia) 152
Pompeii 17
pots, small pots (Nišāpūr, 9th-10th c.) 161
precious stones 9, 11
projectiles, casting moulds (9th-12th c., Nišāpūr?) 174
protractor (from the Maghrib?) 152
pulmonary circulation 73
pump with six pistons by Taqiyyaddin (1553) 28-29
pumping station driven by a water wheel by al-Gazari 27
pumping station driven by a water wheel by A. Ramelli 29
pycnometer by al-Birūnī 10, 11
pycnometer by J. H. Geißler 11
pycnometer by W. Hornberg 11
pyramid construction 17
Q
qabbān (steelyard) 4 n.; see also steelyard
Qalāwūn Hospital (al-Māristān al-kabīr al-Mansūrī) in Cairo 71-73
qarābuğa, caraboga («black bull», trebuchet) 97
al-qarāstān (Roman balance) 3
qārūra («vessel») = grenade (mentioned by Ḥasan ar-Rammāh) 103, 121
qārūrat naft 102
qasaba (beam that can be turned of the lever balance) 3
qaus al-‘aqqār (windlass crossbow) 94
qaus bi-l-laulab (windlass crossbow) 94, 113
qaus al-yad (stirrup crossbow) 94
qaus az-ziyar (large crossbow) 94, 95
qaus az-ziyar bi-l-laulab (rampart crossbow) 114
qidr («pot»), grenade 120
al-qidr al-muntin li-l-muṣafā 127
qīṣīʿ hindīya («Indian bow») 96
qīf yuqāfa ‘alā sandiq bi-hurūf innā ‘aṣar min hurūf al-muʿgam (combination lock by al-Gazari) 56-58
quicksilver 9, 51, 61, 101, 103, 104
qundāq (mechanism for taking aim of a cannon) 131
Qutbiya building, Cairo 71 n.
R
rahā (windmill) 32-34
rampart crossbow (qaus az-ziyar bi-l-laulab) 114
rast (makam) 75
ratl (unit of weight) 41
reed flute (nay) 75
ring stones (18th-19th c., Iran) 168
rocket 99
rocket (at-taiydr al-ma§n¥n) described by Hasan ar-Rammåh) 125-126
rockets, Ottoman rockets 128-130
Roman balance (qarasfl'n) 3
rotary spit, see apparatus
Royales de Sèvres 182
rumma®na (sliding weight of the lever balance) 3
rumma®na saiýara, rumma®nat ta®'dl (running and adjusting weight of the balance by 'Abdarråhmån al-Håzînî) 6
sabah (brass) 9
as-Sålihiya (locality in Damascus) 20
saltpetre 99, 100, 102, 125
sandåq al-mu§åsåfa (flame-thrower described by az-Zaråddåsåh) 124
saqya (water-lifting wheel) 23
Sarcocolla (resin) 98
Sassanids, Sassanid Persia 93, 94, 96
sår al-'adad al-mustaw® (scale of the areometer) 13
såz motif (Ottoman) 191
Science Museum, London 7
scissors (medical instrument, Umayyad - early Abbasid, 8.-9. Jh.) 142
screw pump 16-18
seal (12th c., Niåpür?) 170
seal (Selåq, 12th c., Niåpår?) 151
seal (19th c., Hårasån) 171
seal, glass seals (Umayyad etc.) 169
segåh (makam) 75
¥eçzåde Mosque (Istanbul) 76-79
Selîmiye Mosque (Selîmiye Camii, Edirne) 84-87
ship's mill (¥aråba) 30-31
Süågålnåsa 100
Så¥åstån (Såstån, North-Eastern Persia) 32, 33, 34
silver 9
siråq Allåh («God's lantern», eternal light described by the Banåi Måsåh) 46-47
Såråz 196
Såstån, see ¥ågåstån
Sivas 70
snake-charmer, automaton for entertainment described by al-Mårâådå 51-52
sodium chloride 99
Spanish-Moorish art 182, 183
spatula (early Islamic, Northern Anatolia) 143
specific gravities, determination 6, 9-14
specific gravities of liquids 12
spoon, flat (Sassanid or Umayyad, 7th-8th c., ¥åbåråstån) 146
spoons, deep (Hårasån, 11th-15th c.) 145
spoons, flat (Hårasån, 11th-15th c.) 144
St. Servaas, Maastricht 58
stamp for goods or customs (1725, Kårmånsåh?!) 176
star motif (ornamentation) 185
steam power 37-38
steel implements for ignition (for producing sparks, ¥åfåvid, 17th c.) 151
steelyard (qåbbån) 3, 4 n.
stirrup crossbow (qåsås al-yåd) 94
Stoke on Trent 200
stones of signet rings (Zånd/Qåå®år 18th-19th c., Iran) 168
straight glasses, Syrian (13th c.) 183
Stuttgart 183
såfr (bronze) 9
Sålyåmåniye Mosque (Sålyåmåniye Camii, Istanbul) 80-83
sålphår 98, 99, 125
Såltån Ahmed Mosque (Blue Mosque, Istanbul) 88-90
såzînåk (makam) 75
Syria 143, 182
Syrian straight glasses (13th c.) 183
T – ¥
¥åbåråstån, ancient artefacts 143, 146
at-taiydr al-ma§n¥n (torpedo or rocket described by Hasan ar-Rammåh) 125-126
tankard (German «Humpen») 192
Tårråguna 33
technology 3-61
«¥estudo» (screw pump mentioned by C. Kåyesår) 17
textile printing block (19th c., Isååånå) 175
¥ågrås 30
tiles, 4 tiles in a frame (Måntån, Hollåns and Co., Stoke on Trent) 200
tin 9
tongs, medical (Niåpår, 11th-12th c.) 143
torpedo (at-taiydr al-ma§n¥n) described by Hasan ar-Rammåh) 125-126
traction trebuchet, see trebuchet
tread-wheel (of the large counterweight trebuchet) 108
treadmill (of the screw pump) 17
trebuchet (Ibn al-¥åtabål) 101
trebuchet, Arab counterweight trebuchets in Occidental tradition 115
trebuchet, ballistic gauge (måzån al-qårib wa-l-bå'åd) 134
trebuchet, ballistic instrument for levelling (måzån al-ar¥) 108, 135
trebuchet, counterweight trebuchet 94, 96-98
trebuchet, counterweight trebuchet with arrow ejector 110-111
turbet, counterweight trebuchet with crossbow 112

trebuchet, counterweight trebuchet with distance regulator drawn by Leonardo da Vinci 98, 119

trebuchet, counterweight trebuchet described by az-Zaradkāš 107

trebuchet, European trebuchets (C. Kyeser) 116-118

trebuchet with grenades 127

trebuchet, qarâbugâ («black bull», large counterweight trebuchet) 97, 108-109

trebuchet, traction trebuchet 106

trebuchet, see also catapult

trebuchium (counterweight trebuchet) 107

Tripoli (Lebanon) 102

Tunca (river) 74

türbe, see mausoleum

tütüyâ (zinc oxide) 148

tweezers (Umayyad – early Abbasid, 8th-9th c.) 142

tweezers (Nišāpūr, 11.-12 Jh.) 142

tympanum (drum-shaped water-lifting wheel) 23-24

valves, conical 51

vase (Ph.-J. Brocard, Paris 1869) 180

vase (Heckert, Petersdorf in Silesia, 1879 up to 1900) 178, 189

vase (Lobmeyr, Vienna ca. 1878) 187

vase (Lobmeyr, Vienna ca. 1880) 193

vase with double handles (Lobmeyr, Vienna 1878) 188, 190

vase in the form of a hanging mosque lamp (probably from France, 2nd half of the 19th c.) 179

vase in the form of a water basin (Clément Massier, Golf-Juán 1892) 203

vase with golden net ornamentation (Lobmeyr, Vienna ca. 1875) 196

vase, long-necked Mamlûk vase (14th c.) 181

vases, long-necked vases (Lobmeyr, Vienna, end of the 19th c.) 178, 197

vases, long-necked vases from China 197

vases, pair of matching vases (Lobmeyr, Vienna, end of the 19th c.) 178, 197

vase in the shape of a Persian or Syrian Ewer (De Porceleyne Fles, Delft) 178, 202

vessel, drinking vessel described by the Banû Mūsâ 48 Victoria and Albert Museum, London 203 n.

Vienna 179, 180, 181, 184, 184 n., 185, 190, 192, 193, 194, 195, 196, 197

Warsaw 183

warships with blasting mixture 123

water basin (Iran, Egypt) 203

water, installation for lifting water from a pool with a draught animal described by al-Gazari 25-26

water, nature and temperature 10

water, pumping station driven by a water wheel described by al-Gazari 27

water, pumping station driven by a water wheel described by A. Ramelli 29

water, vender for dispensing hot and cold water alternately, see automatic vender

water wheel 16, 20, 23, 24, 27, 28, 30, 50

water-lifting wheel, see tympanum

weighing instruments 3-14

weights (ancient artefacts) 156-157, 171

World Exhibitions 177, 181, 203

wick snuffer (Ṣafavid, 17th c., Iran) 153

wind-balls, see aeropiles

windlass crossbow (qaus bi-l-laulab) 94-96, 113

windlass (of the counterweight trebuchet with crossbow) 112

windmill (raḥā, pl. arkhā) 32-34

windmill, illustration in the Canterbury Psalter (1270) 33

windmill, illustration from al-Dimaṣqī 33

windmill, illustration from Veranzio 34

Württembergisches Landesmuseum, Stuttgart 183

Yazid (river in Syria) 20

Yeni Cami, Istanbul 177

Zahhāfa (armoured vehicle with a battering ram) 93, 137-138

Zengîle (makam) 75

ziyâr (trebuchet) 110
III. Titles of Books

A – ‘A
al-Ála allatí tuzammiru bi-nafsíhá (Banû Músá) 30
K. al-Ámal bi-n-nár wa-n-nafá wa-z-zarráqát fí l-húrúb (anonymous) 93
K. al-Ásrár fí náta’íg al-afkár (al-Murádí) 51, 52

B
Bellicorum instrumentorum liber (Giovanni Fontana) 55, 126, 138
Bellifortis (Konrad Kyeser) 17, 116, 117, 118, 126
Bibliotheca historica (Diodorus Siculus) 16
La Bilancetta (Galileo Galilei) 11

C
Codex Atlanticus (Leonardo da Vinci) 39

D
K. ad-Dabbábát wa-l-máñáqiŋát wa-l-hiyál wa-l-mákúyíd (anonymous) 93
De architectura (Vitruvius) 16, 17, 19
De ingeneis (Mariano Taccola) 31, 61
De re metallica (Georgius Agricola) 22
De nobilitátiíus sapientíusi et prudencíiíus regúm (Walter of Milimète) 132
De subtilítate (Cardanus) 17
Le diverse et artificioso machine (Agostino Ramelli) 29

F
Fíhríst (Ibn an-Nadím) 93
K. al-Furúúsíya wa-l-máñáqíb al-háríba or K. al-Furúúsíya fí rásma al-ghíád (Hasan ar-Rammáh) 97, 99, 103, 104, 109, 121, 123, 125, 127

G – Ġ
al-Ğámí haina l-‘ilm wa-l’amal an-náñí fí shíná’at al-hiyál (al-Gazári) 20, 25, 26, 27, 53, 54, 56, 57, 58
al-Ğámí li-mufuradát al-adwíya wa-l-agdíya (Ibn al-Báitár) 99
Ğámí at-tawáríř (Rašídídín Faddalláh) 109
Geographica (Strabón) 16, 17

H – Ḥ
Histoire du roy saint Loys (Jean de Joinville) 94 n.
K. al-Híyal (Banû Músá) 43, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49

I
al-Iháta fí aḥbár Ġarnáta (Ibn al-Ḫátíb) 100, 100 n.
Iršíd dawi l-‘irján ilá shíná’at al-qábáb (Abú Ḥátim al-Muẓaffár b. Iṣmá’íl al-Ḫísízári) 5

K
Kanz al-ṣábbíb, see K. al-Muqaddímat

L
Liber ignium ad comburendos hostes (Marcus Græcus?) 98, 99

M
Machine nove (Fausto Veranzio) 31, 34
Le machine (Giovanni Branca) 38
al-Máñzín fí ǧámí’ al-funún (anonymous, 8th/14th c.?) 99, 121, 133
al-Maqámát (al-Ḫarárí) 23, 24, 65, 159
al-Mawá’ez wa-l-lítbár bi-dík r al-ḫítat wa-l-ňár (al-Maqrízí) 71 n., 94 n., 102
Mizán al-ḫíkmá (al-Ḫázízí) 3, 4 n., 6, 10 n., 12 n., 13 n., 14 n.
al-Muňtára’ fí funún aš-šan (al-Muẓaffár Yúsúf b. ‘Umar) 104
K. al-Muqaddímat or Kanz al-ṣábbíb (Ibn Baḥtáwái) 99
Muráq ad-dahab wa-ma’ádín al-ǧuwar (al-Mas’údí) 32 n.

N
Nuḫbat ad-dahr fí ‘aḥbár al-bárr wa-l-báhr (Šamsádín ad-Dímaṣqí) 33
Nuzhat al-muqlátaín fí aḥbár ad-daulátaín (Ibn al-Ťúwáir) 94 n.

P
Psalter (Canterbury, 1270) 33, 34

Q
K. al-Qaráštún (Ṭábit b. Qurra) 3

R
ar-Raúd al-mítár fí ḥabar al-aqút (Muḥammad b. ‘Abdalmún’ím al-Ḫímary) 33
ar-Riḥlá (Ibn Ėbáir) 68

S
Seyáhatnáme (Evlíyá Ĉelebí) 75, 128
T I T L E S  O F  B O O K S

K. as-Suluk li-ma’rifat duwal al-muluk (al-Maqrizi) 97 n.

T – T

Tabisrat arbab al-albh fi kaihyat an-naqat fi l-hurub
(Mar Cellat Al-Tarsusi) 94, 95, 96 n., 111, 112, 113, 114

Ta’rihi (Ibn Haldun) 100 n.

Ta’rihi hukamah al Islam (al-Baithaqi) 5 n.

Ta’rihi ar-rusul wa l-muluk (al-Tabari) 32 n., 137 n.

a-Turq as-san’iya fi l-alat ar-ruhaniya (Taqiyaddin) 28, 37, 41, 42

U – ‘U

Umm al-gaz (Ali Ag) 129
‘Uyin al-anb’i tabaqat al-atibah (Ibn Abi Usabi’a) 99 n.

al-Uyin wa l-had’iq fi ahbar al-haqiq (anom.) 98 n.